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sections; the first section contains a number of chapters, in which you will find

the basic fundamentals of cosmetology. the second section deals with the
course catalogues, in which you will find the specific course that you are taking.

the last section is dedicated to the basics of makeup. if you are new to
cosmetology, this book can teach you the basics of the most important areas of
cosmetology and makeup. in the early and optimistic days of the revolution, the

notion of equality (galit) was applied in theory to both women and to the
enslaved people in french colonial territories. however, as the struggle between
the three main classes of nobility, clergy and bourgeoisie dragged on, many of

the initial proposals aiming at universal liberation fell short. this understandably
angered the disenfranchised groups. in the french territory of saint-domingue,
todays haiti, toussaint louverture led a successful independence movement by
enslaved and free people of color. back in france, the revolutionary movement

began to fracture on all fronts. members of the moderate girondins argued for a
constitutional monarchy, while members of the radical jacobins fought against

aristocratic privileges. societies that formed during the revolution were known as
clubs, and they directed the course of politics, particularly in paris. as the

revolution progressed, another radical split from the jacobins formed the enrags
(madmen). the more radicalized leaders eventually turned on one another

beginning in late 1793 during what is known as the terror (la terreur).
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